
ARTICLE m

Change of Aircraft

1. A designatedl airline of one Coritracting Party may make a change of aitreai 
any point or points i the territory of the other Contracting Party or at any intermediate
point or points in third couties on the routes specified in this Agreement provided that:

(a) a designated airline shall not provide, or represent itself by advertisement
or otherwise as providing, any service other than an agreed service on the
routes specified in this Agreement;

(b) where an agreed service involves a change of aircraft, the operator of the
aircraft and the aircraft type shalh be identified in ail transportaîtion
documents, service schedules, timetables, computer reservation "Sytem,
electroni displays and any other public advertising of the air service;

(c) the aircraf t operating on the sector more distant ftom the terrtory of the
Contracting Party designating the airline shall operate i connection with
the aircraft on the nearer sector for the purpose of providing continmus
transportation through the point of change and, for own-aircraft operations,
the capacity provided on the more distant sector shall be determined with
primary reference to this purpose;

(d) where a designated airine of one Contracting Party makes a change of
aircraft in the territory of the other Contracting Party with its own aircraf t,
and when more than one aircraft is operated beyond the point of change,
the number of flights on the sector of the route more distant front the
territory of the Contracting Party designating the airt=n shail flot exceed
the number of flights on the nearer sector, unless specificaily provided for
in this Agreemenit or otherwise authiorzed by the aeronautical authorities
of that other Contracting Party; and

(e) ail operations involving change of aircraft shahi be conducted in
confonnity with the capacity provisions of this Agreement.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 ofthbis Article shall:

(a) notr restrict the right of a designated airline te change aircraft in the
territory of the Contracting Party designating that airline; and

(b) not alhow a designated airline of one Contracting Party te station ira own
aircrat in the territory of the otherContracting Party for the purpose of
change of airora&t


